We reconstructed the ancestral sequence of residue 431 for the nodes in question using the FASTML program under the WAG model with gamma distributed rates [5] . 
The other two nodes connected to N17:
N74 Ancestor of the clade that includes T. foetus
GMPR: Cys319 and Thr321 are conserved in all sequences of both GMPR1 and GMPR2. With one exception, Glu431 is also found in all members of both GMPR1 and GMPR2. The exception, Staphylococcus aureus subsp. aureus JH9 (Q1XYF3), contains Gln431, but this enzyme has not been characterized, so it is possible that this substitution is a sequencing artifact. An intriguing alternative explanation also exists: many Staphylococcus produce Gln-tRNA(Gln) by amidating mischarged Glu-tRNA(Gln), so it is possible that Glu is incorporated during translation, at least to the extent required to produce sufficient functional enzyme to support bacterial growth. Therefore the Thr pathway is intact in all GMPRs. As noted in the text, there is no need to activate water in the GMPR reaction, so the Thr pathway must have an alternative, possibly related function, such as protonating the ammonium leaving group. Members of GMPR1 contain a Tyr-Arg dyad in the flap, which is tempting to equate with the Arg48-Tyrr419 dyad of IMPDH. However, the flap region contains variable sequence lengths and are therefore difficult to align with confidence. More importantly, the Tyr-Arg dyad of GMPR1 interacts with the 2'-phosphate of NADPH, and therefore serves a function that is unique to GMPR, much like activation of water is unique to IMPDH. The flap region of GMPR2 are very heterogeneous and do not contain the Tyr-Arg dyad. These observations suggest that while the Thr pathway is a common feature of both IMPDH and GMPR, the Arg pathway is unique to IMPDH.
